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METAL LANYARD TAG

This metallic silver lanyard tag is an eye-catching 
accessory that provides additional customization space.

Specifications

Material Nickel-Plated Steel

Color(s) Metal

Size 1.25" H x 0.88" W

MOQ 100 pieces (500 for engraving)

Made of nickel-plated steel, our lanyard tag is a unique 

accessory. This tag can be attached to the end of a lanyard for an 

additional area of customization. Its metallic silver appearance 

makes it an attention-getting accessory, while its small size 

makes it perfect for customizing with a color dome label.

Engraving 
Available

BLACK/CHROME DTACH OFFERINGS

Add some functionality to a lanyard  
with this detachable end fitting.

Specifications

Color(s) Black/Chrome

Size 3/8", 5/8", and 3/4"

MOQ 100 pieces (500 for engraving)

This two-piece attachment solution features both 

black plastic and chrome metal portions. Known 

as a DTACH component, the black and chrome 

pieces lock together to form a sturdy attachment. 

With a squeeze to the clasps, the two pieces come 

apart, making it a perfect attachment for cards that 

need to be scanned or for carrying keys. Instead 

of removing the lanyard, one can simply detach 

the card or keys and reattach them when ready. 

Engraving 
Available
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ALL-IN-ONE VERTICAL HOLDERS

Perfect for conventions, this all-in-one solution 
features a neck cord and a color bar badge holder.

Order # Color(s)

PV-1860270X
Black (1), Blue (2), Green (4), 

Orange (5), Red (6), Yellow (9)

Specifications
Material Vinyl

Inside Dimensions 2.44" x 3.50"

Outside Dimensions 2.66" x 4.25"

MOQ 100

These all-in-one holders truly do it all: each holder  

features a vertical vinyl badge holder with a color bar top 

that is attached to a neck cord for a complete solution. 

Simply insert an ID badge or other credential, adjust the 

neck cord’s size and put it on!

ADJUSTABLE LANYARD

Perfect for adults and children alike, this 
lanyard’s size can be adjusted to fit everyone.

Order # Color(s)
PV-21372040 Pink

PV-21372041 Purple

Specifications
Material Polyester

Size/Length/Width
 3/8" lanyard that adjusts 
from 24" to 44" in length

Color(s)
NEW! Pink and Purple

(Also available in Black, Royal Blue, Green, 
Navy Blue, White, Red, Orange)

MOQ 100

Lanyards just got more convenient! Already a simple solution 

for displaying and wearing a credential, these lanyards provide 

the added convenience of “one size fits all” adjustability, 

eliminating concerns about lanyards being too tight or too loose 

while ensuring there’s a fit for wearers of all ages and sizes.

PV-21372041

PV-21372040

PV-18602702

ORANGE
(5)

GREEN
(4)

BLUE
(2)

RED
(6)

BLACK
(1)

YELLOW
(9)

HOLDER  
COLORS:
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PREMIUM DISPLAY HOLDERS

This vinyl holder offers protection from damage 
and a display area for insert cards or custom graphics.

Order # Format Product Dimensions Insert Size

504-NITTS Vertical  2.63" x 4.50"
Top Pocket - 2.25" x 3.38" 

Bottom Pocket - 2.25" x .63"  

504-T1LS Horizontal 3.83" x 3.40"
Top Pocket -3.45" x 2.25"  

Bottom Pocket - 3.45" x .50"  

Specifications
Material Vinyl 

Color(s) Clear

MOQ 100

Mil Thickness Front:  .012" Back:  .030"

This flexible vinyl badge holder is the perfect badge holder for large meetings, 

conventions and more. Made of our premium vinyl material, this badge holder will 

display and protect a standard credit card sized card from damage. This handy card 

accessory features the added bonus of an extra space at the bottom of the holder, 

which can be used with an insert strip or a custom logo, graphic or line of text.

504-NITTS

504-T1LS (shown with custom printing)

VINYL HOLDERS WITH  
TRANSPARENT COLOR BAR

Offering badge display and role recognition,  
this holder is ideal for meetings and conventions.

Order # Color(s)

304-CB-_ _ _
Purple (PUR), Blue (BLU), Green (GRN), 

Yellow (YLW), Orange (ORG), and Red (RED)

Specifications
Material Vinyl

Product Dimensions 4.35" x 3.38"

Insert Size 4.00" x 3.00"

Material thickness front and back .010"

MOQ 100

Perfect for meetings, conventions and other large 

gatherings, these vinyl holders with transparent color bar 

offer the convenience of card carrying and display with 

the added bonus of role recognition.

304-CB-ORG

304-CB-GRN
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“EVENT-SIZE” VINYL BADGE HOLDER

This flexible vinyl holder is ideal for holding 
large sporting event and concert tickets.

Protect and display a ticket, back-stage pass or other 

credential with this event-size badge holder. Made of 

flexible vinyl, this holder will display the face of an inserted 

ticket, VIP pass, press pass, or other important credential 

while simultaneously protecting it from damage.

Order # Inside Dimensions Outside Dimensions
PV-18401700 4.13" W x 8.13" H 4.44" W x 9.00" H

Specifications

Material Vinyl

Color(s) Clear

MOQ 100

PV-18401700

TRUECOLOR PRINTING

Bring 
your custom  

products to life  
with bright, 

vibrant  
digital printing.

TRUECOLOR printing allows for full-color customization 
right on the product for a more professional look,  
bringing custom logos, graphics and text to life.

2120-8002

704-CB-WHT

905-I-BLK

726-SN

Colors are  
brighter and 

images are crisper 
with all new 
TRUECOLOR 

digital printing. 

High quality – TRUECOLOR printing allows custom 

graphics, logos and text to be printed directly on a 

select group of rigid plastic holders and badge reels.

Vivid color – Rather than a one- or two-color 

print process or labels, TRUECOLOR digital 

printing is able to incorporate hundreds of 

colors for true full-color graphics and text.

Long-lasting – TRUECOLOR printing is  

applied directly to the product surface 

 for a durable and long-lasting solution.
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EVENT “OPEN-ENDED” LANYARDS

Known as "open-ended" because there is no full loop, these 

lanyards feature a metal bulldog clip at each end to make 

attaching a credential easy.

These 3/8" open-ended polyester lanyards are  
perfect for conventions and other events.

Order # Size Color(s)

PV-2140530X 3/8" Flat
Black (1), Blue (2), Green (4), 

Red (6), and White (8)

CUSTOM PRINTED SHOELACES

Add some style to footwear of all 
kinds with these custom laces.

Specifications

Material Dye-Sublimated on Soft Polyester

Width and Length 3/8" W x 36" L 3/8" W x 40" L

MOQ 100

Custom shoelaces are a fun, attention-getting way to promote a 

brand or cause. Available in several different colors and with custom 

graphics or text, custom shoelaces are an excellent way to show 

school spirit, business pride, or to support a sports team or cause.

PMS Color Match

Specifications

Material Polyester

Length 36" Cut Length

MOQ 100

PV-21405302

PMS color match is not exact. Colors may vary.
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ROUND WOVEN CUSTOM LANYARDS MATERIAL & IMPRINT COLOR OPTIONS

348C 268C 316C289C294CBLACK C 115C WHITE151C 200C 5535C195C
PMS Color 

Match

1
2

1
5

-8
9

1
P

V

ROUND WOVEN CUSTOM LANYARDS

Add a logo or text to our round woven  
lanyards for a quality branding solution.

Round woven lanyards are an excellent choice for carrying and displaying 

an ID badge or card. The lanyards can be produced using many different 

end-fitting options, such as a swivel hook or bulldog clip that makes it easy to 

attach a slotted badge or card. Multiple color options are available, ensuring 

there’s a custom lanyard for everyone.

Specifications

Material Polyester

Length 36" cut length

Width 1/4" round

MOQ 100

PRINTED BRANDING TAG AND BREAKAWAY

Make your lanyards even more unique 
with these new customization options.

Lanyards are usually customized with graphics or text imprinted onto the lanyard 

itself. However, there are now two more ways to get custom lanyards: custom 

printed tags and custom breakaways! These two options allow a user to attach an 

organization’s branding to a custom lanyard in a more understated and subtle fashion. 

Specifications

MOQ 100

BOTTLE OPENER FOR CUSTOM LANYARDS

Add some fun to a lanyard with this accessory

Specifications

Material Nickel-Plated Steel

Length 2 3/8"

Lanyard Width Accessory works best with 3/4" and 1" lanyards

Color(s) Metal

MOQ 100

Lanyard end fittings don’t have to be boring! This quality end fitting is made of 

solid nickel-plated steel and features a slot that makes it easy to add to the end 

of a lanyard. Along with a carabiner clip at the end, this accessory features a 

bottle opener, turning a lanyard from a standard accessory into a eye-catching 

conversation piece.

PMS color match is not exact.  
Colors may vary.


